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Search algorithms play a crucial role in systematic design optimization of optical structures. We demonstrate how
search landscape analysis sheds light on the behavior of search algorithms in this context and thereby leads to
valuable insight. Specifically, we present a case study in which search landscape analysis demystifies the surpris-
ingly good performance of a simple stochastic local search algorithm—restarted iterative best improvement—on a
challenging design optimization problem—combinatorial design optimization of a multi-spatial-mode photonic
crystal waveguide bend that preserves modal content. Moreover, the search landscape analysis leads to insight
potentially valuable in design optimization of a broad class of optical structures. © 2016 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

Systematic design optimization of optical structures is opening
new and advancing existing frontiers in the control of light,
from ultracompact wavelength- and mode-division multiplex-
ing [1–13] to performance enhancement of photo- and
thermophoto-voltaics [14–18]. To exploit systematic design
optimization’s full potential in optics, search algorithms capable
of efficiently sifting large design spaces are critical [1–37].

The degree to which a search algorithm exploits problem
structure determines its efficacy. Thus, in the methodical analy-
sis that is often key to understanding, and thereby ultimately
improving, search behavior, analysis of problem structure—or
search landscape analysis—is a crucial component. Despite this,
search landscape analysis is largely absent from the otherwise
rapidly growing literature on search algorithms in design opti-
mization of optical structures.

In this paper, we illustrate how search landscape analysis can
provide insight into search behavior in design optimization of
optical structures. To this end, we present a case study in which
search landscape analysis sheds light on the surprisingly good
performance of a simple search algorithm and thereby yields
insight potentially valuable in design optimization of a broad
class of optical structures.

Particularly, Section 2 introduces the model design optimi-
zation problem about which the case study revolves, and
Section 3 defines the associated search landscape. Section 4 de-
scribes the search algorithms under study, and Section 5 char-
acterizes these algorithms’ performance on our model design
optimization problem. Section 6 details the search landscape
analyses, which enable understanding of the algorithms’ ob-
served performance, culminating in a successful performance
retrodiction and determination of the key search landscape fea-
tures impacting performance. Section 7 presents the physical
intuition that sprang from the analyses detailed in Section 6.
In closing, Section 8 addresses possible generalizations and
extensions of the results in the preceding sections.

2. MODEL DESIGN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

Our case study revolves around design optimization of a
multi-spatial-mode photonic crystal waveguide bend that pre-
serves modal content; such multi-spatial-mode photonic crystal
devices, for example those designed in [10–12], hold promise
for mode-division-multiplexing in future photonic integrated
circuits. Particularly, we ultimately seek a device like that
schematized in Fig. 1(b):

A square lattice of silicon cylinders in air, which supports
a broad transverse-magnetic (TM) mode bandgap, hosts the
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device. Cylinder-deletion defects in this photonic crystal con-
stitute the device itself. Two adjacent, horizontal lines of
cylinder deletions form a waveguide incident from the left.
Similarly, two adjacent, vertical lines of cylinder deletions form
a waveguide exiting at the bottom. Each waveguide supports
two TM spatial modes over the upper half of the crystal’s
bandgap. A mirror-symmetric, multi-defect junction termi-
nates these waveguides at their intersection. Together, the
waveguides and junction compose a symmetric multi-spatial-
mode bend. Figures 1(c) and 1(d) respectively show the out-
of-plane electric field patterns resulting from excitation of
the first and second ingoing TM spatial modes on the horizon-
tal waveguide; insofar as one can discern visually, these modes
respectively strictly transmit to the first and second outgoing

TM spatial modes on the vertical waveguide, exemplifying
near-perfect modal-content-preserving transmission. Figure 1’s
caption provides additional detail, and Fig. 18 in Appendix A
depicts the behavior of additional high-performing structures.

To design such a device, we begin from the prototype sche-
matized in Fig. 1(a); this prototype is identical to the device
described above but for a junction solely containing defective
cells. We generate a candidate structure from this prototype by
placing nondefective cells at some set of the structure’s indepen-
dent lattice sites—the twenty-five lattice sites in the junction’s
upper-left half, diagonal inclusive; enforcement of the proto-
type’s diagonal mirror symmetry then dictates placement of
nondefective cells in the junction’s lower-right half. The desired
device described above and shown in Fig. 1(b) exemplifies a
candidate structure. We can generate 225 distinct candidate
structures via this procedure; the set of all such candidate struc-
tures constitutes our search space S.

This discrete, combinatorial search space contrasts with
continuous search spaces admitting, for example, continuous
geometric or material-parametric deformations between candi-
date structures. Restriction to such a discrete search space is not
artificial: Our interest in this problem derives from design for
scalable, low-cost manufacturability, which strongly constrains
admissible design spaces [38–43]. For example, both traditional
semiconductor and dedicated silicon photonics foundries typ-
ically only allow designs consisting of select geometric elements
with constraints on scale, relative position, and refractive index.
In this context, combinatorial design spaces are practically rel-
evant. This restriction enriches the problem but also makes it
more challenging, necessitating either (1) strict combinatorial
optimization techniques or (2) techniques involving continu-
ous relaxation of the discrete problem and, for example, thresh-
olding and/or penalty mechanisms to recover a solution to the
discrete problem from a solution of the continuous relaxation.
Here we consider the former class, though techniques in the
latter class are also viable and often perform well, for example
as in [1–9,19–25]. The insights developed in this paper inform
both approaches.

Next we define our design objective, which is to find a
candidate structure that exhibits satisfactorily high modal-
content-preserving transmission or, equivalently, satisfactorily
low reflection and modal crosstalk in transmission. We capture
our design objective quantitatively in an objective function
f : S → R. Though many possible objective functions reason-
ably correspond to our design objective, we focus on minimi-
zation of the l2-type objective function

f �s� � 2−1∕2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
i;j

R2
i→j�s� �

X
i;j≠i

T 2
i→j�s�

s
; (1)

where, under monochromatic excitation of ingoing TM spatial
mode i on one port of candidate structure s ∈ S, Ri→j�s� de-
notes the excitation-normalized power reflected into outgoing
TM spatial mode j on the same port, and T i→j�s� that
transmitted into outgoing TM spatial mode j on the other port.
Accordingly, the first summation in this objective function cap-
tures reflection and the second modal crosstalk in transmission.
Where i and j in the summations respectively run over all

Fig. 1. (a) Design prototype for a multi-spatial-mode photonic
crystal waveguide bend that preserves modal content. A square lattice
of silicon cylinders (gray circles, r∕a � 0.2, n � 3.4) in air (white
backdrop), which supports a transverse-magnetic (TM) mode bandgap
over frequencies 0.29 · 2πc∕a to 0.42 · 2πc∕a, hosts the device.
Cylinder-deletion defects in this photonic crystal constitute the device
itself. Highlighted in blue, two adjacent horizontal lines of cylinder
deletions form a waveguide incident from the left. Similarly high-
lighted in blue, two adjacent vertical lines of cylinder deletions form
a waveguide exiting at the bottom. Each waveguide supports two
TM spatial modes over frequencies 0.36 · 2πc∕a to 0.42 · 2πc∕a.
Highlighted in orange, a mirror-symmetric, multi-deletion junction
terminates these waveguides at their intersection. Together, the wave-
guides and junction compose a symmetric multi-spatial-mode bend.
The dashed red line indicates this prototype’s diagonal mirror sym-
metry. We generate a candidate structure from this prototype, such
as that shown in (b), by placing deletion cells at some of the structure’s
junction lattice sites consistent with the prototype’s mirror symmetry.
(c) and (d) respectively show the out-of-plane electric field patterns
resulting from excitation, at frequency 0.39 · 2πc∕a, of the first and
second ingoing TM spatial modes on the horizontal waveguide of this
particular structure.
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ingoing and outgoing spatial modes, the factor of 2−1∕2 normal-
izes the objective function to the interval [0, 1].

Finally, we form our design optimization problem from these
elements: In principle, we seek a candidate structure s� in
search space S that minimizes objective function f , or s� �
arg mins∈Sf �s�. In practice, however, we stop the search once
we find an acceptable candidate structure sa in search space S
with objective (function) value below some acceptability
threshold f a, or sa ∈ S : f �sa� ≤ f a.

We evaluate our objective function numerically via the
Dirichlet-to-Neumann map method and extensions detailed
in [12,13,44]. These techniques’ efficiency enables single-
frequency characterization of our complete search space
(approximately 34 million candidate structures) within a few
hundred core-hours on Xeon E5-2680 processors; this data
set is available on request. Of course, obviating such exhaustive
search is the objective of this and other search algorithms re-
search. Complete characterization of our search space, however,
enables us to analyze search behavior, our problem’s structure,
and their relationship in a statistically rigorous manner.

3. SEARCH LANDSCAPE

With our design optimization problem in place, introducing
our search landscape and algorithms requires one addition—
a sense of locality for our search space S:

We measure the distance between candidate structures s and
s 0 by the number of independent lattice sites at which they
differ—a form of Hamming distance H�s; s 0�. To illustrate,
the candidate structures shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) differ
at twelve lattice sites in the upper-left half of the junction,
diagonal inclusive, and so by this metric the (Hamming) dis-
tance between them is twelve.

With distance defined, we introduce a neighborhood relation
N ⊆ S × S that, intuitively, indicates which candidate
structures are neighbors or adjacent: We say that s and s 0 are
neighbors if and only if they differ at precisely one independent
lattice site or, equivalently, their Hamming distance H�s; s 0�
is one.

Our search space S, neighborhood relation N , and
objective function f together constitute our search landscape.
Figure 2 illustrates this concept via a toy search landscape:
Each node represents a candidate structure. Lines connect
neighboring candidate structures. Node position along the
vertical axis reflects the candidate structure’s objective value.
Together the search space (nodes), neighborhood relation

(lines), and objective function (vertical positions) form a sort
of landscape that we can imagine traversing.

4. SEARCH ALGORITHMS

We can view an algorithm for solving our design optimization
problem as a strategy for traversing our search landscape,
specifically in search of an acceptable candidate structure. The
degree to which that strategy exploits search landscape structure
determines the algorithm’s efficacy. We describe three such
strategies below, beginning with the least sophisticated.

Uninformed random picking (URP) is appropriately named:
In each search step, we draw a candidate structure uniformly at
random from our search space and determine its objective
value. If the candidate structure’s objective value is acceptable,
we terminate the search. Otherwise, we continue with the next
search step.

Evidently, uniformed random picking exploits no search
landscape structure. Though as a result this algorithm performs
comparatively poorly in search landscapes with exploitable
structure, it performs as well as possible in search landscapes
lacking exploitable structure. Hence uninformed random pick-
ing makes a logical performance baseline where we expect a
dearth of exploitable structure.

Iterative best improvement (II) is slightly more clever: In each
search step, we determine the objective values of all neighbors
of an initially given current candidate structure. If any neigh-
bor’s objective value improves upon the current candidate
structure’s objective value, we declare the best improving
neighbor the new current candidate and continue with the
next search step. Otherwise, the current candidate structure—
having no improving neighbors—is a local minimum. As
iterative best improvement has no means to escape this local
minimum, we then terminate the search. Additionally, if at
any point this procedure uncovers a candidate structure with
acceptable objective value, we also terminate the search.
Figure 3(a) illustrates a single step in a run of iterative best
improvement, in which we evaluate the initial current candi-
date structure’s neighbors and move to the best improving
neighbor. Figure 3(b) illustrates a sequence of such steps and
the search’s ultimate arrival—and subsequent termination—at
a local minimum. Iterative best improvement is an instance of
local search.

Intuitively, iterative best improvement exploits any search
landscape local basin or valley structure to efficiently descend
to a local minimum. (When we describe a method as perform-
ing “efficient descent” and thereby implicitly compare that
method to others, we confine that comparison to other meth-
ods operating in discrete search spaces such as ours. We are not
comparing the efficiency of such methods’ descents to methods
that operate in continuous search spaces.) In search landscapes
possessing many local minima of varying quality—which is
often the case in practice—descent to a local minimum typi-
cally fails to produce a satisfactory result. Going beyond a local
minimum requires an escape mechanism.

Restarted iterative best improvement (RII) augments iterative
best improvement with a rudimentary escape mechanism: In
each search superstep, we draw a candidate structure uniformly
at random from our search space and, from that candidate

Fig. 2. A toy search landscape: Nodes (blue) represent our search
space’s candidate structures. Lines (gray) connect neighboring candi-
date structures, illustrating our neighborhood relation. Node position
along the vertical axis reflects the candidate structure’s objective value.
Together the search space (nodes), neighborhood relation (lines), and
objective function (vertical positions) form a search landscape.
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structure, perform iterative best improvement. When iterative
best improvement terminates at a local minimum, we restart
the search by continuing with the next search superstep. If
at any point this procedure uncovers a candidate structure with
acceptable objective value, we terminate the search. Figure 3(c)
illustrates two successive search supersteps in a run of restarted
iterative best improvement. Restarted iterative best improve-
ment is an instance of repeated local search where iterative best
improvement is the subsidiary local search procedure.

Intuitively, restarted iterative best improvement exploits any
search landscape local basin structure to perform an efficient
sampling of the search landscape’s local minima. Between rep-
etitions of iterative best improvement, all information gained
about our search landscape is lost; preferably we would retain
and exploit what we learn between these repetitions, but more
sophisticated algorithms that effect this are beyond the scope of
this paper.

5. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE

Both restarted iterative best improvement and uninformed
random picking are stochastic algorithms. The behavior of an
individual run of a stochastic algorithm is not particularly
meaningful; rather, only the statistical behavior of a represen-
tative ensemble of runs necessarily has meaning. Figure 4, which
compares restarted iterative best improvement’s performance
against uninformed random picking as baseline on the model

design optimization problem outlined in Section 2, conveys
such statistical behavior:

For each of 2000 independent runs of restarted iterative best
improvement and uninformed random picking, we recorded
the incumbent objective value at each search step, which is
the objective value of the best candidate structure the search
had found by that point. For each algorithm and search step,
this procedure produced a sample of 2000 corresponding
incumbent objective values, from which we calculated 0.5- and
0.9-quantile incumbent objective values. Figure 4’s solid
and dotted orange lines respectively show the calculated 0.5-
and 0.9-quantile incumbent objective values at each search step
for restarted iterative best improvement. The solid and dotted
blue lines show the same for uninformed random picking.

Intuitively, our objective function captures the proportion
of power lost to reflection and modal crosstalk in transmission.
The solid and dotted lines thus respectively show the typical-
and near-worst-case evolution of the best-encountered candi-
date structure’s power loss as the search proceeds.

Figure 4 shows that, in the typical case, restarted iterative
best improvement finds excellent structures in better than an
order of magnitude less time than uninformed random picking.
Moreover, even near-worst-case runs of restarted iterative best
improvement find excellent structures in almost an order of
magnitude less time than typical runs of uninformed random
picking.

This result is remarkable: An algorithm can only outperform
uninformed random picking to the degree that the search
landscape possesses exploitable structure. Hence the above find-
ing implies that our search landscape possesses considerable
exploitable structure. Yet the conventional wisdom—that our
search space consists of highly sensitive interferometric devices
with substantial differences, so that even neighboring structures’
behavior is often grossly unrelated—would suggest that our
search landscape possesses little, if any, exploitable structure. This
observation therefore motivates detailed search landscape analysis
as described in the next section.

Fig. 4. Performance comparison of restarted iterative best improve-
ment in orange and uninformed random picking in blue. Solid and
dashed lines respectively reflect typical (0.5-quantile or median
incumbent objective value) and near-worst-case (0.9-quantile incum-
bent objective value) performance. The objective function axis (verti-
cal) terminates at the objective function’s discretization-error noise
floor (f ≈ 0.01) and reflects operation at frequency 0.39 · 2πc∕a.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) The first step in a run of iterative best improvement: The
descending vertical arrow marks the (initial) current candidate structure.
The curved dashed arrows represent evaluation of the (initial) current
candidate structure’s neighbors. The solid curved arrow expresses
selection of the best-improving neighbor as the new current candidate
structure, concluding the first step of iterative best improvement.
(b) Iterative best improvement’s following steps (solid curved arrows)
and ultimate termination at a local minimum (tee or down tack).
(c) Two successive supersteps in a corresponding run of restarted
iterative best improvement.
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6. SEARCH LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS

As restarted iterative best improvement distills to a strategy for
sampling a search landscape’s local minima, two aspects of our
search landscape’s structure are paramount to understanding
the above result: whether our search landscape’s structure
enables efficient sampling of individual local minima and
whether our search landscape’s structure facilitates efficient
sampling of its good local minima, with good meaning low-
objective-value. We additionally investigate the frequently dis-
cussed local minima density.

A. Efficient Sampling of Individual Local Minima

Consider a given local minimum. Associated with that local
minimum is an attraction basin—the set of all candidate
structures from which our local search procedure ultimately
finds that local minimum. Figure 5 illustrates our toy search
landscape’s attraction basins. The attraction basin’s structure
determines whether descents to that local minimum proceed
efficiently. The characteristic structure of all attraction basins
in our search landscape determines how efficiently descents
proceed generally. We investigate two aspects of characteristic
basin structure: whether the basins’ internal structure leads
to direct or instead tortuous descents and how the basins’ shapes
impact typical descent length.

1. Descents Are Direct

Figure 6 contrasts direct descents with tortuous descents: In
each pane a circle, representing the boundary of an attraction
basin, encloses a star, representing that attraction basin’s local
minimum, and a square, representing a starting candidate
structure for local descent. The solid line indicates the trajec-
tory of local descent from starting candidate structure to local
minimum, while the dashed line indicates the direct path be-
tween those candidate structures. Each line segment represents
one search step. In Fig. 6(a), the descent trajectory closely
approximates the direct path, requiring a near-minimal number
of search steps—this descent is direct. In contrast, the descent
trajectory in Fig. 6(b) departs wildly from the direct path and
requires many more search steps—this descent is tortuous.
Direct descents are efficient; tortuous descents are inefficient.
An attraction basin’s internal structure determines whether
typical descents are direct or tortuous.

An attraction basin’s watershed paths, or steepest-descent
paths, reflect typical local descent trajectories in that basin;
iterative best improvement walks precisely along watershed
paths. The watershed distance between two candidate structures
is the cumulative Hamming distance along a watershed path
between them. If the watershed distance from a candidate

structure to its corresponding local minimum—the local mini-
mum to which attraction basin the candidate structure
belongs—is comparable to their Hamming distance, the
descent between them is relatively direct. If, to the contrary,
the former significantly exceeds the latter, it is tortuous.

To illustrate, suppose that the descent trajectories (solid
lines) in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) reflect watershed paths, and each
line segment has unity Hamming distance. Then the starting
candidate structure in Fig. 6(a) would have watershed distance
four and Hamming distance three to its corresponding local
minimum, indicating a relatively direct descent; the equivalents
for Fig. 6(b) would be nine and three, indicating a tortuous
descent.

Table 1 shows that watershed and Hamming distances are
usually comparable in our search landscape. We interpret the
data as follows: For restarted iterative best improvement,
94.1% of descents are perfectly direct (dws � dH ), 5.3% of
descents involve a only a single indirect step and subsequent
correction (dws � dH � 2), and a vanishing fraction (0.6%)
of descents involve two or more indirect steps and corrections
(dws ≥ dH � 4). Moreover, most descents involving one or
more indirect steps are relatively long—when indirect steps
occur, they typically occur in small number relative to the
descent length. Furthermore, even for the longest descents—
taking up to sixteen of twenty-five possible steps in the
space—about 80% are direct.

In sum, the characteristic internal structure of our search
landscape’s attraction basins is strikingly conducive to direct
descents.

2. Basins Are Extended

Figure 7 illustrates the impact of basin shape on typical descent
length: In each pane an ellipse, representing the boundary of
an attraction basin, encloses a star, representing that attraction
basin’s local minimum. The solid lines show typical descent

Fig. 5. For each of our toy search landscape’s three local minima,
color grouping indicates the associated attraction basin.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) and (b) contrast direct descents with tortuous descents:
In each pane a circle, representing the boundary of an attraction basin,
encloses a star, representing that attraction basin’s local minimum, and
a square, representing a starting candidate structure for local descent.
The solid line indicates the trajectory of local descent from starting
candidate structure to local minimum, while the dashed line indicates
the direct path between those candidate structures. Each line segment
represents one search step. In (a), the descent trajectory closely approx-
imates the direct path, requiring a near-minimal number of
search steps—this descent is direct. In contrast, the descent trajectory
in (b) departs wildly from the direct path and requires many more
search steps—this descent is tortuous.
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trajectories in each basin, assuming descents are comparably
direct between the two basins. Though these basins contain
the same number of candidate structures (area), they have
different shapes: The basin in Fig. 7(a), being circular and with
its local minimum centrally located, is compact—its candidate
structures (points in the basin area) are close-packed around its
local minimum. In contrast, the basin in Fig. 7(b), being highly
eccentric and with its local minimum located by a focus, is
extended—its candidate structures extend away from its local
minimum. Due solely to this shape difference, the typical de-
scent trajectory is longer in Fig. 7(b)—the extended basin—
than in Fig. 7(a)—the compact basin.

To investigate the characteristic shape of our search land-
scape’s basins, we examine the occupancy of basin k-shells:
Consider a basin. For each integer k between zero and
twenty-five, our search landscape possesses �25k � candidate struc-
tures at Hamming distance k from that basin’s local minimum.
These candidate structures together constitute the basin’s
k-shell. The conceptual equivalent of k-shells in Fig. 7 would
be a series of concentric annuli centered about the basin’s local
minimum. For each of a basin’s k-shells, the number of candi-
date structures in the k-shell that belong to the basin is that
k-shell’s occupancy. For example, the basin shown in Fig. 7(a)
would have complete occupancy of all k-shells lying strictly
within the basin’s boundary, partial occupancy of perhaps
one k-shell containing the basin’s boundary, and zero occu-
pancy of all k-shells lying strictly beyond the basin’s boundary.
In contrast, the basin shown in Fig. 7(b) would have complete
occupancy of only a few k-shells lying strictly within the
basin’s boundary, progressively decreasing partial occupancy
of many k-shells lying partially within the basin’s boundary,
and then zero occupancy of k-shells lying strictly beyond
the basin’s boundary. The sharp transition between filled
and empty k-shells in the case of Fig. 7(a) reflects that basin’s
compactness, whereas the partial filling of many k-shells in the
case of Fig. 7(b) indicates that basin’s extended character.

Figure 8 demonstrates that our search landscape’s basins are
far from compact: Each orange histogram bin provides the pro-
portion of our search landscape’s candidate structures that are

Table 1. Comparison of Watershed to Hamming
Distances in Our Search Landscapea

dH dws � dH dws � dH � 2 dws ≥ dH � 4 +

0 0.4% (100%) 0% (0%) 0% (0%) 0.4%
1 6.2% (100%) 0% (0%) 0% (0%) 6.2%
2 15.5% (98.9%) 0.2% (1.1%) <.1% (<.1%) 15.7%
3 21.0% (96.9%) 0.6% (2.9%) <.1% (0.2%) 21.6%
4 19.8% (94.4%) 1.1% (5.1%) 0.1% (0.5%) 21.0%
5 14.5% (91.6%) 1.2% (7.5%) 0.1% (0.9%) 15.8%
6 8.8% (88.8%) 1.0% (10.0%) 0.1% (1.3%) 9.9%
7 4.6% (86.1%) 0.6% (12.2%) <.1% (1.7%) 5.3%
8 2.1% (83.4%) 0.4% (14.3%) <.1% (2.3%) 2.5%
9 0.8% (81.0%) 0.2% (16.2%) <.1% (2.7%) 1.0%
10 0.3% (78.9%) <.1% (18.1%) <.1% (3.0%) 0.4%
11 <.1% (77.6%) <.1% (19.1%) <.1% (3.4%) 0.1%
12 <.1% (76.8%) <.1% (19.5%) <.1% (3.7%) <.1%
13 <.1% (75.7%) <.1% (20.7%) <.1% (3.6%) <.1%
14 <.1% (80.5%) <.1% (17.9%) <.1% (1.6%) <.1%
15 <.1% (83.7%) <.1% (16.3%) 0% (0%) <.1%
16 <.1% (89.5%) <.1% (10.5%) 0% (0%) <.1%
+ 94.1% 5.3% 0.6% 100%

aEach entry provides the proportion of our search landscape’s candidate
structures having Hamming distance dH and watershed distance dws

to their corresponding local minima. For a given entry, the corresponding
row of the leftmost column indicates dH , and the corresponding column
of the topmost row indicates dws expressed relative to dH . Each
parenthesized entry provides the same proportion, but instead normalized
by the number of candidate structures with Hamming distance dH to
corresponding local minima rather than the total number of candidate
structures; the rightmost column provides the proportion of candidate
structures with Hamming distance dH . Finally, the bottommost row
provides the proportion of candidate structures with watershed distance
dws , irrespective of dH .

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Illustration of the impact of basin shape on typical descent
length: In each pane an ellipse, representing the boundary of an
attraction basin, encloses a star, representing that attraction basin’s
local minimum. The solid lines show typical descent trajectories
in each basin, assuming descents are comparably direct between
the two basins. Though these basins contain the same number of
candidate structures (area), they have different shapes: The basin
in (a), being circular and with its local minimum centrally located,
is compact—its candidate structures (points in the basin area) are
close-packed around its local minimum. In contrast, the basin in
(b), being highly eccentric and with its local minimum located
by a focus, is extended—its candidate structures extend away from
its local minimum.

Fig. 8. Each orange histogram bin provides the proportion of our
search landscape’s candidate structures that are separated from corre-
sponding local minima by the Hamming distance indicated on the
horizontal axis. For comparison, the blue histogram shows the same
for the hypothetical situation in which all of our search landscape’s
basins were strictly compact.
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separated from corresponding local minima by the Hamming
distance indicated on the horizontal axis. For comparison, the
blue histogram shows the same for the hypothetical situation in
which all of our search landscape’s basins were strictly compact,
generated as follows.

For each basin in our search landscape, we determined the
number of candidate structures in that basin—its cardinality. We
then considered a hypothetical basin with the same cardinality,
but compact. From the k-shell occupancies of this hypothetical
basin, we constructed a corresponding list of that basins’
candidate-structure-to-local-minimum Hamming distances.
By accumulating all such lists across all basins, we generated
a data set equivalent to that from which we generated the
orange histogram in Fig. 8 but for the hypothetical version
of our search landscape wherein each basin is strictly compact.
This data set underlies the blue histogram.

Comparing the orange (actual) and blue (hypothetical)
distributions, we see that our search landscape’s candidate
structures distribute significantly further from corresponding
local minima than would be the case were our search land-
scape’s basins strictly compact.

Figure 9 shows the characteristic extension of our search
landscape’s basins more concretely: For each basin in our search
landscape, we calculated the basin cardinality and occupancy of
each k-shell. From that data, for each k-shell we calculated a
running median of the k-shell’s occupancy with increasing
basin cardinality. Specifically, for each unique basin cardinality
we calculated the median k-shell occupancy over all basins with
that cardinality, the closest smaller cardinality, and the closest
larger cardinality. The solid lines in Fig. 9 show the results of
this procedure for each k-shell. For comparison, the dashed
lines in Fig. 9 show k-shell occupancy with increasing basin
cardinality for the hypothetical case of strictly close-packed
basins.

Intuitively, each solid line in Fig. 9 illustrates how typical
k-shell occupancy evolves as basin cardinality increases, by
k-shell order k. The data shows that higher k-shells typically
populate long before lower k-shells fill. Moreover, higher
k-shells often populate well beyond the maximum occupancy
of lower k-shells long before those lower k-shells fill. In other

words, our search landscape’s basins typically appear more like
starfish with bulbous arms than spheres.

In sum, our search landscape’s basins are extended rather
than compact. This structure contributes to longer, less effi-
cient descents. But as Fig. 8 shows, this structure should
increase typical descent lengths by less than a factor of 2 over
the hypothetical compact-basin case.

B. Efficient Sampling of Good Local Minima

Recall that restarted iterative best improvement distills to a
strategy for sampling a search landscape’s local minima via a
sequence of independent local searches. If the probability of
sampling an acceptable local minimum on any given local
search is high, a small number of local search repetitions
should suffice to find an acceptable local minimum and the
search will be efficient. If instead that probability is low, a large
number of local search repetitions may be required and the
search will be inefficient.

The probability of sampling a particular local minimum in a
given local search is the probability that local search begins
within that local minimum’s attraction basin. Given that we
select the initial candidate structure for local search uniformly
at random from our search space, the probability of a local
search beginning within a particular local minimum’s attraction
basin is proportional to that attraction basin's cardinality.

Figure 10 illustrates this point: The two labeled circles
represent attraction basins. Attraction basin B contains twice
as many candidate structures (proportional to area) as attraction
basin A. Hence if we select a starting candidate structure for
local search (a point) uniformly at random from among all can-
didate structures (the figure area), we are twice as likely to begin
local search within attraction basin B as within attraction basin
A. Ultimately, sampling attraction basin B’s local minimum is
thus twice as likely as sampling attraction basin A’s.

Figure 11 shows that restarted iterative best improvement’s
sampling of local minima skews to good local minima, specifi-
cally due to trends in basin cardinality with local minimum ob-
jective value: The blue histogram shows our search landscape’s

Fig. 9. Each solid line shows the typical occupancy of k-shell k with
increasing basin cardinality. For comparison, each corresponding
dashed line shows the hypothetical occupancy of that k-shell for a
compact basin.

Fig. 10. Illustration of the relationship between attraction basin
cardinality and sampling probability: Circles represent attraction
basins. Attraction basin B contains twice as many candidate structures
(proportional to area) as attraction basin A. Hence if we select a start-
ing candidate structure for local search (a point) uniformly at random
from among all candidate structures (the figure area), we are twice as
likely to begin local search within attraction basin B as within attrac-
tion basin A. Ultimately, sampling attraction basin B’s local minimum
is thus twice as likely as sampling attraction basin A’s.
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local minima binned uniformly by objective value, and
with bin height normalized such that all bin heights sum to
one. Intuitively, this histogram reflects the distribution of local
minima by objective value.Were local minima drawn uniformly
at random from the local minima population, this histogram
would approximate the underlying probability distribution.
Evidently, good local minima—specifically those with objective
value on the order of 0.01—represent only a small fraction
of our search landscape’s local minima. Hence drawing a good
local minimum uniformly at random from that population
would occur only rarely.

The orange histogram, however, shows the same as the blue
histogram, but with each local minimum weighted by its attrac-
tion basin’s cardinality. Intuitively, this histogram approximates
the probability distribution from which restarted iterative best
improvement draws local minima. Evidently, drawing a good
local minimum in a given superstep of restarted iterative best
improvement is dramatically more likely than the local minima
population statistics (the blue histogram) suggest.

Figure 12 reveals the structure underlying this skew, show-
ing the distribution of local minima by objective value on the
horizontal axis and corresponding basin cardinality on the
vertical. White cells represent an absence of local minima, dark
cells a small number of local minima, and bright cells a large
number of local minima, with logarithmic intensity scaling.
Intuitively, Fig. 12 shows that local minimum attraction basin
cardinality grows roughly exponentially with decreasing objec-
tive value.

In sum, our search landscape’s structure is strongly condu-
cive to efficient sampling of good local minima.

C. Local Minima Density

A search landscape’s local minima density—the fraction of
candidate structures that are local minima—gives some
indication of the search landscape’s structure, and typically

suggests how difficult the associated problem is to solve via
stochastic local search algorithms such as restarted iterative best
improvement [45].

Consider a search landscape with the same underlying graph
structure as our search landscape (the same search space and
neighborhood relation) but potentially arbitrarily different
objective values. (Figure 13 illustrates this concept via toy
search landscapes.) If such a search landscape lacks structure
or, more precisely, is uncorrelated, approximately one in every
twenty-six structures is a local minimum [46]. In contrast,
scanning our search landscape reveals that its local minima den-
sity is almost an order of magnitude lower—approximately 1 in
every 235 structures.

Such comparatively low local minima density is neither
necessary nor sufficient for restarted iterative best improvement
to outperform uninformed random picking. But excluding
pathological cases, it strongly suggests the existence of

Fig. 12. Distribution of local minima by objective value on the
horizontal axis and corresponding basin cardinality on the vertical.
White cells represent an absence of local minima, dark cells a small
number of local minima, and bright cells a large number of local
minima, with logarithmic intensity scaling. Intuitively, this figure
shows that local minimum attraction basin cardinality grows roughly
exponentially with decreasing objective value.

Fig. 11. The blue histogram shows our search landscape’s local min-
ima binned uniformly by objective value, and with bin height normal-
ized such that the bin heights sum to one. The orange histogram shows
the same as the blue histogram, but with each local minimum
weighted by its attraction basin’s cardinality. Intuitively, this figure
shows that the distribution from which supersteps of restarted iterative
best improvement sample local minima (orange) is strongly skewed
toward good local minima relative to the bare distribution of local min-
ima by objective value (blue).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. (a) Our toy search landscape. (b) Search landscape with the
same underlying graph structure as our toy search landscape—the same
search space and neighborhood relation—but potentially arbitrarily
different objective values. Additionally, this search landscape is largely
uncorrelated: We assigned each candidate structure’s objective value
independently and randomly.
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significant local basin structure (which restarted iterative best
improvement can exploit).

D. Performance Retrodiction and Feature Impact

We have found that our search landscape possesses substantial
structure relevant to restarted iterative best improvement’s
performance. Two questions follow: First, does the explored
structure account for restarted iterative best improvement’s ob-
served performance? Second, which explored features are most
important? To investigate these questions, we develop a simple
model of restarted iterative best improvement’s performance,
ascertain that the explored features account for the observed
performance via a performance retrodiction, and examine how
the explored features impact the performance retrodiction.

1. Performance Model

We define the search cost C as the number of objective function
evaluations restarted iterative best improvement requires to find
a candidate structure with objective value below some thresh-
old. Estimating this cost is straightforward: We model C as the
sum of the costs of the local descents that constitute a run of
restarted iterative best improvement,

C �
XNd

k�1

Cd;k; (2)

where Nd is the number of descents performed to find a below-
threshold, or acceptable, local minimum, and Cd;k is the cost of
the kth descent, both of which we treat as random variables.
We can write the expectation of C in terms of the conditional
expectation of C given Nd ,

E�C � � E�E�C jNd ��; (3)

which, using Eq. (2), readily evaluates to

E�C jNd � n� � E
�Xn
k�1

Cd;k

�
�

Xn
k�1

E�Cd;k �: (4)

As the Cd;k are independent and identically distributed with
common expectation E�Cd �, the preceding conditional expect-
ation reduces to

E�C jNd � n� �
Xn
k�1

E�Cd � � nE�Cd �; (5)

and so Eq. (3) yields

E�C � � E�NdE�Cd �� � E�Nd �E�Cd �: (6)

We first consider E�Nd �. We can view restarted iterative best
improvement’s sequence of descents as a Bernoulli process
in which the outcomes are (1) descending to an acceptable
local minimum with probability pa and (2) to an unacceptable
local minimum with complementary probability 1 − pa. The
geometric distribution models the number of Bernoulli trials
necessary to have one success, and so Nd is geometrically
distributed with parameter pa. Hence

E�Nd � �
1

pa
: (7)

We now turn to E�Cd �, which we write in terms of the condi-
tional expectation of Cd given Hd ,

E�Cd � � E�E�Cd jHd �� �
X25
k�0

Pr�Hd � k�E�Cd jHd � k�;

(8)

where Hd is the Hamming distance between the local descent’s
starting candidate structure and the terminating local mini-
mum. Combining Eqs. (6)–(8) yields

E�C � � 1

pa

X25
k�0

Pr�Hd � k�E�Cd jHd � k�: (9)

2. Performance Retrodiction

As above, the vast majority of local descents in our search land-
scape are direct. Accordingly, we approximate E�Cd jHd � k�,
the expected cost of local descent beginning at Hamming dis-
tanceHd � k from the terminating local minimum, as the cost
of a length-k descent. A length-k descent visits k � 1 candidate
structures, and for each visited candidate structure we evaluate
our objective function twenty-five times—once for each of that
visited candidate structure’s neighbors. Hence the cost of a
length-k descent is 25�k � 1�, and slightly optimistically

E�Cd jHd � k� ≈ 25�k � 1�: (10)

As we draw each starting structure for local descent uni-
formly at random from our search space, the probability of
a descent beginning at Hamming distance Hd � k from the
terminating local minimum (Pr�Hd � k�) is simply the prob-
ability that a given candidate structure is Hamming distance
Hd � k from the corresponding local minimum. Table 1’s
rightmost column contains the probability distribution of can-
didate structures by Hamming distance from their correspond-
ing local minima, and Fig. 8 visualizes it. Including this
information in our model incorporates our observation of ex-
tended basins. We integrate this information as shown in
Table 2, truncating and rounding slightly pessimistically.

Finally we estimate pa as

pa ≈
P

m∈MA
Card�m�
225

; (11)

where MA denotes the set of local minima with objective
value below acceptability threshold f a, and Card�m� denotes
the cardinality of local minimum m’s attraction basin. The
numerator is the number of candidate structures residing in
attraction basins of local minima with acceptable objective val-
ues. The denominator is the total number of candidate struc-
tures in our search space. The ratio pa is thus the probability

Table 2. Probabilities Pr�Hd � k � in Performance
Retrodiction

Pr�Hd � 0� ≈ 0.000 Pr�Hd � 9� ≈ 0.010
Pr�Hd � 1� ≈ 0.062 Pr�Hd � 10� ≈ 0.004
Pr�Hd � 2� ≈ 0.157 Pr�Hd � 11� ≈ 0.001
Pr�Hd � 3� ≈ 0.216 Pr�Hd � 12� ≈ 0.001
Pr�Hd � 4� ≈ 0.210 Pr�Hd � 13� ≈ 0.001
Pr�Hd � 5� ≈ 0.158 Pr�Hd � 14� ≈ 0.001
Pr�Hd � 6� ≈ 0.099 Pr�Hd � 15� ≈ 0.001
Pr�Hd � 7� ≈ 0.053 Pr�Hd � 16� ≈ 0.001
Pr�Hd � 8� ≈ 0.025 Pr�Hd ≥ 17� ≈ 0.000
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of selecting, uniformly at random from our search space, a
candidate structure residing in an attraction basin with an
acceptable local minimum. The definition of pa is equivalent
to integrating the basin-cardinality-weighted local minimum
distribution shown in orange in Fig. 11 from f � 0 through
f � f a, and it incorporates our observation of exponential
growth of attraction basin cardinality with decreasing local
minimum objective value.

With the preceding estimates of pa, Pr�Hd � k�, and
E�Cd jHd � k�, and with objective value acceptability thresh-
old f a � 0.01 (approximately the discretization-error noise
floor of the objective function), evaluating our performance
model [Eq. (9)] yields E�C � ≈ 7275. This result agrees well
with the empirical value of E�C � ≈ 7659 obtained from the
2000 runs of the restarted iterative best improvement described
in Section 5 (considering the corresponding value for unin-
formed random picking is 123309). Evidently, the explored
features account for restarted iterative best improvement’s
observed performance.

3. The Basin Cardinality Trend Is Key

If instead of estimating pa as above we estimate pa assuming
uniform sampling probability among local minima,

pa ≈
Na

Nn
; (12)

where Na is the number of acceptable local minima and Nn
the total number, E�C � becomes approximately 106249—
about a factor of 14 worse than the observed value and
comparable with uninformed random picking’s performance.
Our estimates of E�Cd jHd � k� are already maximally opti-
mistic. Making our estimates of Pr�Hd � k� unrealistically
optimistic (by assuming compact basins and calculating
Pr�Hd � k� accordingly) would improve E�C � by about a
factor of 2 at best. Hence we conclude that the exponential
growth of attraction basin cardinality with decreasing local
minimum objective value is the most important feature in ac-
counting for restarted iterative best improvement’s observed
performance.

7. UNDERLYING PHYSICAL INTUITION

The above analyses’ results are particular to our model problem.
We can, however, argue for some of the observed search
landscape structure on physical grounds applicable to a broader
array of systems.

A. Critical Paths and the Impact of Structural
Modifications

Consider Figs. 14(a) and 14(b). Figure 14(a) shows the field
induced by excitation of the first ingoing TM spatial mode
on the horizontal waveguide of the candidate structure first
introduced in Fig. 1(b). Figure 14(b) shows the equivalent
for the second spatial mode. Notice that, for each mode, there
exists some critical path along which the vast majority of the
power flows, and off which the field is relatively weak.

Modifying this candidate structure along its critical paths
may significantly impact field behavior. Figures 14(e) and
14(f ) demonstrate this point, showing the equivalents of

Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) for a candidate structure separated by
Hamming distance one from the original candidate structure,
where the modified lattice sites fall on the original candidate
structure’s critical paths. The modifications substantially
impact field behavior.

In contrast, modifying the original candidate structure off its
critical paths typically should impact field behavior relatively
little. Figures 14(c) and 14(d) illustrate this point, showing
the equivalents of Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) for a candidate struc-
ture separated by Hamming distance one from the original can-
didate structure, where the modified lattice sites fall off the
original candidate structure’s critical paths. The modifications
impact field behavior little.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 14. (a) Field induced by excitation of the first ingoing TM spa-
tial mode on the horizontal waveguide of the candidate structure first
introduced in Fig. 1(b). The dashed orange rectangle outlines the op-
timization region. (b) Equivalent for the second spatial mode. (c),
(d) Equivalents of (a) and (b) for a candidate structure separated by
Hamming distance one from that in (a) and (b), where the modified
lattice sites (black) fall off the critical paths of the candidate structure
in (a) and (b); the modifications have little impact on behavior. (e),
(f ) Equivalents of (a) and (b) for another candidate structure separated
by Hamming distance one from that in (a) and (b), but where the
modified lattice sites (black) fall on the critical paths of the candidate
structure in (a) and (b); the modifications substantially impact behavior.
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When generalized, this observation seems almost self-
evident: In the typical case, structural perturbations where
fields are strong may significantly impact field behavior,
whereas structural perturbations where fields are weak should
impact field behavior relatively little. Of course, the utility of
this observation in design optimization depends critically on
the extent of the fields over the optimization region.

B. General Consequences for Search Landscape
Structure

From this observation, we can argue for general, statistical
consequences for search landscape structure: Consider a pair
of candidate structures separated by Hamming distance one.
In the case where these candidate structures differ only off their
critical paths, the intuition above implies that the expected
difference between these candidate structures’ objective values
should be small relative to objective function variation over the
entire search space. Hence, to the degree that this case occurs,
the typical objective value difference within a pair of candidate
structures separated by Hamming distance one should be
small relative to variation over the entire search space. In more
precise terms (discussed further below), the objective values of
candidate structures separated by Hamming distance one
should be correlated.

This argument generalizes immediately to pairs of candidate
structures separated by Hamming distances greater than one,
but with two caveats: First, though individual off-critical-path
structural modifications should impact field behavior little, the
expected difference in field behavior within a pair of candidate
structures should grow as the number of off-critical-path mod-
ifications differentiating the pair grows. Second, as the number
of modifications differentiating a pair of candidate structures
grows, the likelihood that all modifications lie off the candidate
structures’ critical paths diminishes. Together, these caveats
imply that the typical field behavior, and thus objective value,
difference within a pair of candidate structures separated by
Hamming distance h should grow with increasing h, from small
to large relative to typical objective value variation over the
entire search space. In more precise terms (discussed further
below), the objective values of candidate structures separated
by Hamming distance h should be correlated for small separa-
tion h, and that correlation should diminish with increasing
separation h, eventually becoming anticorrelation where separa-
tion h approaches the maximal separation.

Intuitively, the above says that our search landscape should
exhibit some measure of local smoothness. Figure 13(a) illus-
trates the smooth character of a search landscape with local
correlations by way of contrast with the uncorrelated landscape
in Fig. 13(b). Fundamentally, this correlative search landscape
structure underpins the specific search landscape features
investigated above and is the foundation on which we can build
efficient search algorithms. We can make arguments analogous
to those above for a broad array of optical systems, particularly
those where we can argue for the existence of critical paths and
reason about their extent relative to the optimization region.

1. Verification

We can verify the above intuition by calculating the landscape
correlation function [47] for our search landscape,

ρ�h� � Eh��f �s� − E�f ���f �s 0� − E�f ���
Var�f � ; (13)

where E�f � and Var�f � are the expectation and variance of
objective function f over all candidate structures in search
space S, and the expectation Eh is over all pairs of candidate
structures �s; s 0� separated by Hamming distance h, or
f�s; s 0� ∈ S × S jH�s; s 0� � hg. For fixed Hamming distance,
this most closely resembles Fischer’s intraclass correlation coef-
ficient [48].

Intuitively, the landscape correlation function provides a
measure of how similar the objective values of pairs of candidate
structures separated by Hamming distance h tend to be, relative
to objective function variation over the entire search space. This
measure provides insight into the search landscape’s smoothness
or ruggedness and thereby gives some indication of the degree to
which search landscape structure exists. For given h, a landscape
correlation value approaching one indicates pairs of candidate
structures with that separation tend to have similar objective val-
ues, a value approaching negative one indicates that such pairs’
objective values tend to opposing ends of the objective value
spectrum, and a value around zero indicates the absence of a
detectable (linear) relationship between such pairs’ objective
values.

Figure 15 shows the landscape correlation function for our
search landscape. On the left we see values approaching
one, indicating substantial objective value similarity among
candidate structures separated by short Hamming distance.
Furthermore, the correlation decreases with increasing
Hamming distance, eventually becoming weakly negative (anti-
correlation) as Hamming distance h approaches its maximum
of twenty-five. These results grossly confirm the intuition pre-
sented in the preceding sections.

C. Specific Structural Consequences

Arguing intuitively for specific search landscape features
observed above is also possible, though we primarily regard the

Fig. 15. Our search landscape’s correlation function. For given
Hamming distance h, a landscape correlation function value approach-
ing one indicates pairs of candidate structures with that separation
tend to have similar objective values, a value approaching negative
one indicates that such pairs’ objective values tend to opposing ends
of the objective value spectrum, and a value around zero indicates
the absence of a detectable (linear) relationship between such pairs’
objective values.
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following as interesting speculation. We begin by arguing for
a form of local basin structure, continue with arguments for
rapid basin cardinality growth with basin depth, and close by
touching on basin extension.

1. Local Basin Structure

Consider a set of candidate structures that differ from each other
only at lattice sites lying off their critical paths. Per the
preceding sections’ arguments, these candidate structures should
exhibit largely similar field behavior and thus objective values,
forming a basin or collection of closely related basins—hereafter
a pseudobasin. Figure 16(a) simplistically illustrates a pair of
adjacent pseudobasins separated by an on-critical-path modifi-
cation: The blue nodes on the left represent one pseudobasin,
the purple nodes on the right represent the other pseudobasin,
and the orange node separating the blue and purple node col-
lections represents the on-critical path modification.

The set of all candidate structures constituting off-critical-
path modifications to a given candidate structure, or some
subset thereof, likely constitutes a pseudobasin in which the
given candidate structure lies. Hence our search space may con-
sist of a large collection of pseudobasins, providing a plausible
intuitive origin for our search landscape’s observed local basin
structure.

2. Basin Cardinality Growth with Depth

The preceding sections’ arguments also imply that, within a
pseudobasin, candidate structures’ objective values should be

correlated, with neighboring candidate structures’ objective
values particularly strongly correlated. For simplicity, we ignore
objective value correlations beyond those between neighboring
candidate structures and, admittedly simplistically, model ob-
jective value correlations between neighbors as hard constraints.
Figure 16(b) illustrates this conceptualization.

Consider progressively perturbing a candidate structure in
the right pseudobasin, specifically the candidate identified by
the arrow in Fig. 17(a). Due to the objective value correlations
between neighboring candidate structures within a pseudoba-
sin, as the perturbed candidate structure drops in objective
value, its basin, highlighted in orange in each panel, progres-
sively claims not only the immediately adjacent candidate
structures (distance k � 1), but also those at distance k � 2
and then k � 3 and so on. In the toy search landscape shown,
the number of neighbors at distance k from a given candidate
structure does not grow with k. Hence the illustrated basin
cardinality growth is approximately linear. In our search land-
scape, however, the number of candidate structures at
Hamming distance k from a given candidate structure grows
as �25k �. Hence, under this model, analogous basin cardinality
growth in our search landscape would be rapid, perhaps com-
mensurate with our above observation of roughly exponential
basin cardinality growth with basin depth.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16. (a) simplistically illustrates a pair of adjacent pseudobasins
separated by an on-critical-path modification: The blue nodes on the
left represent one pseudobasin, the purple nodes on the right represent
the other pseudobasin, and the orange node separating the blue and
purple node collections represents the on-critical path modification.
(b) schematizes a simplistic model of the objective value correlations
within a pseudobasin. The up and down tees extending from each
node within the pseudobasins represent the hard constraints on relative
position of neighboring candidate structures in our model.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 17. Panels (a) through (c) illustrate the impact on basin
structure of a sequence of perturbations to the objective value of the
candidate structure identified by the arrow in (a).
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3. Basin Extension

Additionally consider that, due to the similarity of objective
values within a pseudobasin, the objective-value rank-ordering
of a pseudobasin’s candidate structures can change rapidly with
perturbation of their objective values. Due to the relatively large
differences in objective values between pseudobasins, however,
changes in rank-ordering between different pseudobasins should
happen much less readily. Figure 17 illustrates this point, as the
objective-value rank-ordering of the right pseudobasin’s candi-
date structures changes completely before any changes in
objective-value rank-ordering between the pseudobasins occur.
This insight provides a plausible origin for the extended rather
than compact nature of our search landscape’s basins: As a basin
deepens and so grows, it accrues additional structures within its
pseudobasin more rapidly than it accrues nearby structures
lying outside of its pseudobasin. This growth behavior occurs
even though those candidate structures within the pseudobasin
may be significantly farther from the basin’s local minimum
than candidate structures lying outside the pseudobasin (as
the latter potentially include candidate structures constituting
even minor off-critical-path modifications of candidate struc-
tures in the pseudobasin).

8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Though the search landscape analysis presented above addresses
only a single frequency, results appear qualitatively similar
in the band over which the candidate structures’ waveguides
simultaneously support the two spatial modes considered.
Additionally, results are qualitatively similar for the multi-
spatial-mode photonic crystal T-splitter discussed in [12].
Hence the specific search landscape features observed appear at
least in a broader set of similarly constructed multi-spatial-
mode photonic crystal devices.

As previously discussed, the general arguments regarding
critical paths and resultant search landscape structure should
generalize to a still broader array of optical systems, and the
consequent general, statistical search landscape structure
should accompany them. These arguments possess additional
features worth noting.

In some systems, that presented being an example, we ex-
pect adding volume to the optimization region to decrease the
typical relative extent of critical paths. Hence the expanded
search landscape may possess additional exploitable structure,
potentially enabling mitigation of search cost growth with
search space expansion. Counterintuitively, in some cases
search cost may even decline with search space expansion.

The extent of critical paths varies over a search space,
perhaps somewhat predictably. As an example in our search
space, candidate structures that exhibit strong reflection from
cylinders impinging on the input waveguide’s insertion should
possess relatively small critical paths (primarily confined to the
input waveguide). On the other hand, candidate structures that
are structurally open should have relatively large critical paths.
This feature may be exploitable.

Arguments regarding critical path extent beyond merely
small relative size are also interesting. For example, knowing
that critical paths are confined to or away from a particular re-
gion, independent of relative size, is informative and likely

exploitable. Being able to argue for large relative size of critical
paths is also informative.

Increasing the number of independent channels involved in
the objective function—frequential or spatial—may homog-
enize the objective function. Hence search landscapes for
spatially or frequentially broadband objective functions may
be smoother or, more precisely, may exhibit more correlative
structure than their narrowband counterparts. This additional
structure may be exploitable, potentially mitigating the ex-
pected difficulty of design optimization of broadband systems
relative to narrowband counterparts. We suspect a similar phe-
nomenon should exist for robust objectives.

Restarted iterative best improvement’s simplicity served this
work’s end—illustration of search landscape analysis’s potential
value in design optimization of optical structures—better than
more complex algorithms. But certainly more sophisticated and
effective algorithms for the presented problem exist.

Similarly, of necessity this work merely scratches the
surface of search landscape analysis. A variety of techniques
exist for various parts of the problem class and size spectrum.
For a more complete and formal (yet lucid) exposition on
search algorithms and search landscape analysis for combinato-
rial optimization, see [45].

Search landscape analysis can provide valuable insight into
design optimization problems in optics. Such insight sheds
light on the path to more effective design optimization algo-
rithms and ultimately better designs.

APPENDIX A

Figure 18 shows the field behavior of a few high-performing
candiate structures. Each row of panes corresponds to a candi-
date structure. The leftmost column in the row shows the
candidate structure in isolation and provides the candidate
structure’s objective value. The middle and leftmost columns
in the row respectively show the field patterns resulting from
excitation of the first and second spatial modes on the candidate
structure’s input waveguide.

We selected these candidate structures uniformly at random
from the subset of candidate structures with objective value
below the objective function’s discretization-error noise
threshold (∼0.01). These five candidate structures constitute
a diverse sample of our search space’s high-performing candi-
date structures.

These structures exhibit remarkably varied behavior. For ex-
ample, structures one through three exhibit strong, resonant
field localizations, contrasting with the behavior of structures
four and five.

In each pane, colors reflect field intensity relative to that
pane’s peak field intensity. We separately normalized each
pane’s intensity, as showing the fields on a common scale would
unacceptably compress the effective dynamic range in some
panes and saturate it in others. The necessity for separate nor-
malization is due to the remarkably varied behavior of these
structures as mentioned above.

Structures with differences in objective value below the ob-
jective function’s discretization-error noise threshold should be
considered equally well performing. Given that the shown can-
didate structures’ objective values fall below that threshold, they
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should be considered equally well performing to within our cal-
culation’s resolution. We show these objective values simply to
indicate the high-performing nature of these structures (and
truncate them after a single nontrivial digit as even that digit’s
significance is questionable).
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